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About In_Place Planning
In_Place Planning is a team of Master of Urban
and Regional Planning Students at Portland State
University. The team consists of Sofía ÁlvarezCastro, Ellen Palmquist, Austin Ross, Hilary
Sueoka, Brittany Quale, and Joey Williams.
About Portland Street Art Alliance
Portland Street Art Alliance (PSAA) is a 501(c)(3)
non-profit organization based in Portland, Oregon.
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about

Portland’s street art regulations and
history of strict graffiti enforcement
limit creative expression and the
growth and development of the public
art community.
Legal Walls PDX is a proposal to make
the graffiti and street art community
more inclusive and connected by
planning a legal graffiti wall in the
Central Eastside Industrial District.

Free Walls
A free wall, or legal graffiti wall, is a public space
where people are free to legally paint, allowing
them to practice and connect with other artists.
Such a wall may be on the façade of a building
or free-standing. Because free walls are open to
anyone, old graffiti gets covered by new graffiti,
and there is frequently new content. Free walls
exist around the United States and internationally
and vary in their legality, design, use, and
stewardship.
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This zine presents the idea of a free wall in
Portland through the story of three fictional
characters who have a connection in graffiti. The
characters and story are based on research and
engagement undertaken as part of an effort to
plan a free wall in Portland by In_Place Planning
and the Portland Street Art Alliance. Though the
characters reflect perspectives and identities
encountered during this process, they do not
represent specific people.

about

About This Zine

The planning team hopes that this zine will
provide an engaging and approachable alternative
to a longer, more traditional planning document,
helping the team’s vision for free walls reach a
wider audience.
Graffiti and Street Art
Street art is a widely recognized asset in Portland
that helps define many neighborhoods. However,
it can be difficult for emerging artists to develop
their talents and gain the recognition needed to
pursue a career in the arts.1 For graffiti artists,
these challenges are amplified by the illegality of
their practice.
Note: In_Place Planning recognizes that graffiti and street
artist are terms that vary in definition by context. For use in
this plan, they are meant to be fluid and inclusive.
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Chill out. I’m
just trying to
get my tag up. I
can do graffiti
wherever I
want.

Hey, you! Get
out of my spot!
You should know
not to tag over
someone’s piece.

You don’t know the
first thing about
graffiti. It used
to be different in
Portland. People
knew where and what
to tag, and “toys”
like you had more
respect.

Graffiti in Portland
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Aerosol-based graffiti emerged in Portland
in the 1980s and was quickly targeted by law
enforcement as a sign of disorder and decay.2
Aggressive policing practices fragmented the

graffiti community yet proved ineffective in
curbing this form of artistic expression.3 Though
controversial, graffiti and street art contribute to
the character of many parts of the city, including
the Central Eastside Industrial District.
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Whoa, I didn’t know there
was a backstory to what I
was doing. But still, I need
to get up, and I want my
voice to be heard.
But I don’t know where it’s
safe, and I don’t have a crew.
I’ve gotta get established, so
people will recognize my art.

You sound like you
see graffiti as more
than just tagging…

Yeah, I want to make a living
creating art. I just need to
practice before I get my break.
I figure I can start with a
mural maybe.
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You can do that
without dissing me.

It’s not that simple.
There are a lot of roadblocks between you and
your first mural.
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barriers

Regulations
Due to its unique legal history, the City of Portland
requires permits for all outdoor murals, rather
than simply requiring the permission of property
owners.4 Permits, which require a fee, waiting
period, and interaction with public officials,
can present a significant barrier to artists.5
Additionally, the City mural code requires all
murals to be maintained for a minimum of
five years, and the content of a mural cannot
be changed once it is in place.6 These rules
currently make a free wall difficult to create,
though potential pathways to legality have been
identified.
Challenges for Artists
Because graffiti is illegal, it is difficult for these
artists to practice and develop their skills. It is
hard to work at the large scale of a mural without
space on a building to practice, especially for those
with limited resources. This can lead to practicing
under illegal circumstances that risk the safety
and security of artists. Additionally, fear of
inequitable law enforcement may present further
barriers that prevent members of historically
disadvantaged communities from entering the
graffiti community. This creates inequitable
outcomes in who is able to express themselves
through graffiti and street art in Portland. A free
wall would help to reduce this inequity.
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“

Kids have
playgrounds,
skaters have
skateparks...
and we as
artists have
nothing.
-Quinn the Artist7
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Get outta
here, kid!
You’re ruining
my building
with that
garbage!

I’m just trying
to express
myself! Leave
me alone!

Well, I’m sick of
paying to clean
up every time you
“express yourself”
on my wall! I’m
calling the cops.

10

Graffiti Abatement
Graffiti abatement is a frequent issue for property
owners. “Buffing”, or covering graffiti with a new
coat of paint, costs businesses time and money.
Curating murals that incorporate graffiti-style
artwork is one approach being used to curb
repeated instances of graffiti on Central Eastside

Industrial District properties, like Alexis Foods
and the previous Coast Auto Supply on Southeast
2nd Avenue. Artists are given appropriate time,
supplies, and permission to produce legal works
of art, and these properties are rarely targeted by
uninvited taggers again.8
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Ugh! I’m sick of being
labeled a criminal
when I’m just trying
to make art. I wish
there were a safe
place to practice
graffiti in Portland.

Well, it’s not like this
everywhere. There
are cities with free
walls where people
can practice without
getting in trouble.
They’re pretty rad!

san diego

Janelle,
Just got back from a trip to
San Diego, where I visited the
a
Writerz Blok free wall. They have
s
age
eng
t
program at the wall tha
at-risk youth to develop their
talent as artists and empowers
them to create art that reflects to
their community. It was inspiring
see.9
			Take care,
Hil
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benefits

Benefits of a Free Wall
For artists, a legal wall could provide:
• A safe, legal space for expression by artists,
especially those of historically marginalized
identities.
• An accessible platform for mentorship of
new and emerging artists, who may become
interested in creating public artwork, like
murals, with nearby businesses.
• A safe place for the artist community to
connect, grow, and develop new skills.

“

With a free wall you feel that
you are accepted, that you are
allowed to exist, you are allowed
to validate yourself, your work,
and what you are doing, and this
place accepts you. You can create
and express yourself in any way you
want.

-@Caleb_Jay_concepts10
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For the Central Eastside Industrial District, a legal
wall could provide:
• An opportunity to grow the area’s distinctive,
street art-infused character.

benefits

Benefits of a Free Wall

• An opportunity to develop positive
relationships between the street art and
business communities.
• An amenity that will attract visitors and new
businesses to the area.

“

two of our biggest tenants came to
[the ceid] specifically because of
the graffiti and the street art.

-Adam Tyler, President of
Killian Pacific11
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Try a different cap. You can
get that look like this…

Cool, I didn’t know you
could do that. Let me try.

lighting

oth
smoface!
sur
Rules
1. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

rules
sign!

trash!
can

ADA
features!
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recommendations

Recommendations
The planning team recommends the following
actions to those interested in making a free wall in
Portland a reality:
• Support a policy change that makes free walls
legal in Portland through an amendment to the
City mural code or by expanding the Public Arts
Mural Program of the Regional Arts and Culture
Council
• Encourage careful consideration when
determining a location and design elements for
a free wall in order to meet the needs of diverse
stakeholders
• Promote effective stewardship strategies based
on best practices and ongoing community
collaboration
• Foster opportunities to develop programming
and partnerships that connect the community
with the free wall

Specific considerations available in the full
Legal Walls PDX plan!
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Who knew graffiti
could be good for
business?
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Figure
1. Tiffany Conklin. Unknown Date. Free Wall in Seattle.
Seattle, Washington.
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Thank you for reading! This zine is produced by
students at Portland State University to advance
their culminating workshop thesis project in the
Master of Urban and Regional Planning program.
If you would like to learn more about the process,
findings, and recommendations of this planning
effort, the Legal Walls PDX Plan is available at
pdx.edu/usp/master-of-urban-and-regionalplanning-workshop-projects.
For further questions and inquiries, please contact
the Portland Street Art Alliance at
pdxstreetart.org/contact-us.
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